QUALITY

All our precast and prestressed products are produced within certification and industry standards to meet the most exacting and precise standards. Our clients will testify to our constant dedication to manufacture the highest quality precast.

Through our highly motivated and skilled team coupled with the latest in modern technology and facilities we deliver on our commitment to quality every day.

We manufacture best in class precast, quality and innovation are the cornerstones to our success.
OUR STORY
We have been designing, manufacturing and delivering a wide range of standard and bespoke reinforced precast concrete products of the highest quality since 1949. In 1965 we began manufacturing prestressed bridge beams, since then we have added in the design and supply of many infrastructural components throughout Ireland and the UK with our bridge beams. We have the largest capacity of any bridge beam manufacturing company in Ireland and the UK with the ability to manufacture over 2.5 km of prestressed beams per week. We will design and supply beams spanning up to 50 metres long. In 2005 we developed the now industry standard ‘W’ beam and the ‘MY’ beam in 2007 – we are bridge beam pioneers.

OUR CLIENTS
Our team of expert Engineers and Estimators thrive on value engineering, when involved early in a project they can assist with designs and offer advice or alternatives, which will optimise time efficiencies, cost savings, craneages, site safety and reduce carbon footprint without compromising design.

We are privileged to have been the major precast concrete supplier on projects which have changed the landscape of Ireland and the UK. We have brought our expertise to the civil, rail, marine, energy, building and leisure construction sectors and have enabled to turn a vast knowledge bank. We pride ourselves on client collaboration - we wish to keep our clients promises.

OUR PRODUCTS
Unique specialist precast units can be designed and produced for your specific project – our team of Engineers work closely with clients to design and our highly skilled mould preparation team can produce almost anything. With manufacturing plants in both Ireland and the UK we offer a vast range of precast products.

• Culverts
• Portals
• Arches
• U-ducts
• Building frames
• Florrings
• Walls
• Double tees
• Tunnel segments
• Balancing walls
• Retaining walls
• Slabs
• Communication chambers
• Rit valls
• Bridge decks
• Parapets
• Piers
• Stairs
• Columns
• Steel
• Balanced beams
• Stair cores
• Z-ducts
• Pedestals
• Foundations
• Encapsulations
• Bridge beams

BRIDGE BEAMS
We are the Bridge Beam Experts:
• Spanning from 5 to 50 meters
• Full range of W, T, TB, X, XU, UX, Super U & W Beams
• Crossheads & Piers
• Edge & slop beams
• Precast Parapets
• Bespoke finishes
• Full trial fit available upon request
• All beam sections & profiles are available in BIM format
• Beams are designed to British & Eurocode standards
• Accredited with ISO9001, ISO14001, CE Marking, EN206
• Developing safety by design into precast
• Design with efficiency in mind to reduce carbon footprint

We aim to deliver on time, in full, every time.